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1- Introduction 
The purpose of this report is to summarize the second year of research activity related to Yann Argotti’s PhD 

inside the RISC / ISI group at LAAS-CNRS. This PhD candidate is registered at EDSYS school and INSA Toulouse in 
“Computer science and embedded systems” specialization track. Claude Baron, RISC / ISI group responsible and 
Philippe Esteban, member of RISC / ISI group, are co-joint thesis directors. Thesis subject is “Study of Qualimetry 
essentials applied to embedded software product and organization, with consideration”  

 
This second year was the continuity of the first year during which an analysis of the thesis problematic was 

performed, identifying several road blockers that we started to address mainly from a theoretical point of view. 
So, this year we began to apply our contributions to qualimetry theory against automotive software 
development, demonstrating their applicability, interests, and benefits. Moreover, we synthetized the thesis 
progress over the production of two research papers, one submitted to IEEE Transaction of Software Engineering 
journal [1] which was unfortunately rejected, but with some constructive feedback, and one to ERTS 2020 
conference [2] which was accepted and then presented on end of January 2020 (see Annex for a copy of both 
papers). 

 
In parallel, we initiated a new systematic literature review on quality models related to software product, 

process and project. The goal of this work is to perform a study not only to build a unique and  precise landscape 
of quality models in this field, but also to create the necessary quality model substrate to decide which model(s) 
we must be using in order to complete the construction of our solution. 

 
Thus, and because this research work is incremental and multi-annual, the next parts of this report are a 

complement to the 1st year activity report and cover an update of goals we are targeting for this PhD work, an 
update of our research work organization and a review of our current achievements before concluding. 
 

2- Updated goals 
Since Qualimetry is by definition the quantification of Quality for any object, including process, and 

considering the technological barriers seen in previous section, the inceptive thesis main goal is to: 
 

Define and evaluate an optimized Quality Model in order to bridge and quantify quality not only for 
software development (ie requirements, models, source code) but also for software organization, with 
conformance1  to ASPICE MAN.6 [3], ISO/IEC 25010 [4], ISO 26262 [5] and ISO/TS 16949:2009 [36]. 

 

 
Secondary initial thesis goals are to exercise this quality model and achieve: 
 
 Software Maturity within Continuous Integration process measurement 

o Traceability / Quality by design / Change impact 
o Test efficiency 
o Project Landing zone (Time to market vs risk & complexity) 

 Software Aging measurement 
o Software Model Aging (e.g. Impact from Maintenance, FOTA and/or Complex system vs impact 

to safety & reliability) 
o Product Aging Landing zone 

 
1 The company, welcoming student here, is in automotive field which therefore drives standard choices here. 
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However, on first year and then on second year, our further study and analysis performed on Qualimetry 
and quality models required us to refactor slightly and consolidate these originals goals. Indeed, we were able 
not only to confirm our early statement that there is no obvious solution for quality model for software 
development and for software organization, but also that there is a misunderstanding about Qualimetry2 [7] and 
we identified gaps on quality model classification and on decision for the quality model solution to apply/use. 
Comparison studies we can found in [8], [9] or [10] illustrate clearly that fact. Only some work done by Oriol et 
al. [11] including ontology consideration and 51 quality model references open the perspective of a solution. So, 
to be able to address our main initial goal, we can decompose it into: 

 
1- Build a precise landscape for quality model for software 

a. Build a taxonomy for quality model, 
b. Perform a systematic literature review of quality models for software product, process & 

project, 
c. Reference and classify found quality models based on our taxonomy, 

2- Create a SW product quality model genome 
a. Build a methodology to create a quality model genome, 
b. Build a first candidate list of SW product quality models to be used as a 1st quality model basis 

as genome creation, 
c. Identify SW product quality model main genes 

3- Define an oracle for decision to get optimum quality model(s) solution, 
a. Identify key criteria for oracle definition (e.g. Non-Parametric Linkage usage against genome), 
b. Build a decision oracle for quality model, 
c. Apply to our case study that oracle to Renault Software Labs use case to generate a basis 

quality model to be used with polymorphism concept, 
 

To help and support these tasks, we are adding a fourth sub-goal that must be achieved in parallel to these 
ones: this is the creation a unique tool and quality model database. Moreover, that tool will demonstrate that 
our proposal is viable and usable. 

 
4- Define and implement a tool to support quality model taxonomy & oracle 

a. Describe Quality model seen in state of the art (use Yaml for quality model description, 
pedigree, setup bridge/dictionary of “synonym” =>http://www.atlas-semantiques.eu/?l=EN), 

b. Apply the computation over the multiple quality model combination, 
c. Quality model decision helper (oracle?), 

 
Thanks to this goal refinement, we can rewrite the first initial secondary goal relying on the taxonomy and 

oracle studied and developed in our main goal. In addition, we understand that the amount of work required 
to achieve it may bring risk to not be able to complete on time initial secondary goals. Therefore, the rewritten 
secondary goals are defined below: 

 
 Quality Models and Metrics linked to CI 

a. Derived oracle identified quality model to ECU covered by CI, 
b. Apply these derived quality models to CI applicable characteristics and metrics, 

 Software Aging measurement 
a. Summarize problematic and difference against regular (ie often associated to reliability) vs our 

definition of Software Model Aging  

 
2 In general, qualimetry is understood as “applied qualimetry” and not really as qualimetry as a science. 
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b. Takes examples: Impact from Maintenance, FOTA and/or Complex system vs impact to safety 
& reliability, product aging landing zone 

 

3- Updated organization of research work 
Research work is organized into several incremental steps, organized around the goals and sub-goals 

defined and refined in previous section. 
 
Indeed, the first step was to proceed on study and analyze the current concepts and problematics behind 

the thesis subject. This study was based on a rigorous state of the art, started from the early listed references, 
on qualimetry, quality quantification, quality models and our fields of interested which are embedded software 
product and its organization. In addition, and as written in previous section, our analysis concluded on the need 
to build a precise quality model landscape using a specific taxonomy for quality model and then followed by a 
need to construct a methodology on decision / oracle to generate optimum quality model solution.  

 
This global approach is acting on the theory field. However, we will need to exercise regularly our findings 

against the practical field, applying on some specific case studies, such as software product quality models and 
continuous integration process. These experiments phases will allow us to loop back to correct, consolidate, 
optimize our taxonomy, decision methodology and then quality model landscape. We are planning multiple back 
and forth loops between theory and practice field to be able to converge on a suitable and practicable solution. 
To support also these experiments, we are planning to implement a tool. 

  

 
 

Figure 1 - Current research and development flow 

The research work organization is summarized in Figure 1. We see the various task sequence, the theory vs 
practice aspects, and their loopback and the tool supporting our overall approach. We can notice that we have 
completed first task and are currently focusing in parallel on quality model taxonomy (or classification 
methodology) and decision to reflect work on quality model landscape. Also, we note that due to our current 
workload, we have to consider delaying the extend metrics study and realization. 
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4- Current achievements 
As indicated in section 1-, our first-year contributions were done mainly from a theorical point of view to 

qualimetry. So, our first achievements on 2019 were the application of our theory contributions, and more 
particularly polymorphism ones, against one of our current use cases: automotive embedded software.  

 

 (1) 

Our first achievement is the successful application of the degree of polymorphism formula (1), introduced 
by Nei and Li in 1979 [12] in genetic domain, against two well-known quality model standards which are also 
successively referenced in the successive versions of Automotive SPICE [3]: ISO/IEC 9126 [13] and ISO/IEC 25010 
[4]. Even if ISO/IEC 25010 is replacing officially ISO/IEC 9126 as standard software product quality model, the 
degree of polymorphism is indicating that the two quality models are disjoined by ~68%3 which is not minor 
differences between the two models. Figure 2 is illustrating some of the differences between these two quality 
models. 
 

 

Figure 2 - Few highlighted differences between ISO/IEC 9126 and ISO/IEC 25010 

An additional achievement linked to that distance formula is our exploration with regards to the impact and 
benefits of quality model distance. The needs to use or refer to that distance between quality models are 
associated to a need to evaluate, modify, change or update quality model due to a variety of root causes such 
as: change of life cycle stage (e.g. from design to implementation), evolution of product (e.g. addition of new 
features), insufficient quality area coverage (e.g. gaps in safety or security), change of targeted product (e.g. 
from car to truck), new or updated process or standard (e.g. from ISO/IEC 9126 to ISO/IEC 25010), …. The main 
benefits are enumerated here: 

a. Evaluate risk linked to quality model change (low distance = low risk, high distance = high risk), 
b. Evaluate change workload and cost, 
c. Identify most impacted areas and characteristics, 
d. Identify where quality quantification, assessment and control are changing, 
e. Identify and evaluate validation path finding change (Capture of different types of bugs 

possibly never found before, Discard other areas and path) 

 
3 Degree of polymorphism = 0.6792 (0 = identical; 1 = 100% disjoined): 53 leaf characteristics, 32 unique, 8 similar 

𝜋 =  𝓍 𝓍 𝜋  
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f. Support decision and control change / update of quality model 

Our next achievement this year concerns the application of ad-hoc4 and universal5 polymorphism concept 
to Automotive quality model product: starting from ISO/IEC 25010, we defined a generic quality model common 
to all vehicle Electronic Control Unit (ECU), and then deriving it into In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) and Body 
Control Module (BCM) ECU quality models (see Figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Ad-hoc & universal polymorphism applied to Automotive 

 

Another application aspect to which we contributed was the design and internal publication of a project 
scorecard for Renault and Renault Software Labs. This scorecard, showed in Figure 4, is part of Alliance (ie 
Renault – Nissan – Mitsubishi) SoftWare Process (ASWP). It integrates usage of software product, process and 
project metrics, includes all metric definitions, “risk vs opportunity” based thresholds and a mapping between 
each metrics with corresponding ASWP process. Its junction with a quality model is realized thanks to the 
software product quality indicator which aggregate software metrics accordingly to that quality model. 
Completing that scorecard, we started the implementation of automatic metrics collection and corresponding 
graphic generation (ie pie charts, cumulative flow charts and trend charts – see Figure 5) in python language 
with yaml, jira, matplotlib, numpy and pandas library. 

 

 
4 Common quality model characteristics or “interface” (ie Ad hoc polymorphism: overloading & coercion) 
5 Variations with heritage between quality models (ie Universal polymorphism: sub-classing, inheritance, or overriding, 
extension) 
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Figure 4 - Our project scorecard linked to quality model, process, product and project metrics 

 

 

Figure 5 - Examples of several implemented metric graphics 

 

On second half of this year, our focus was on the creation of a precise quality model landscape in the fields 
of software product, process and project. Therefore, to acknowledge the benefit of such effort, we first 
performed a coarse quality model survey, identifying 196 distinct models with their number of citations within 
the survey (cf Figure 6) which was much more productive than Oriol et al. [11] paper with 51 quality models: 
that  paper is the one with the most important number of cited quality models to our knowledge. In addition, 
we analyzed that set of quality models, splitting by basic vs standard vs tailored, and per main technology: 
components (e.g. COTS), web, service, open-source, reuse. The conclusion of our analysis (see Figure 7), also 
based on citation numbers and the 9 challenges identified by Thapar et al. [14], allowed us to identify an early 
list of 10 candidate quality models which could be used as a basis for our quality model genome: McCall, Boehm, 
Dromey, FURPS, ISO 9126, GEQUAMO, Bawane, Alvaro (CQM), Kalaimangal and ISO 25010.  
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Figure 6 - Coarse quality model survey: list of 196 quality models vs their citations 

 

Figure 7 - Coarse quality model survey: detail results of our analysis 

Once our coarse survey completed, we decided to strengthen our survey methodology, and by 
consequence the results here, by initiating a quality model systematic literature review following Kitchenham 
and Charter [15] guidelines. This our final achievement for this year. We adapted the guidelines to our needs, 
setting a four-filters stage to filter digital library raw publication results into a short list of papers to study. That 
process and results of filtering stage are described in Figure 8. We can already note that we are finding more 
models (see Figure 9 and Figure 10), especially before 2004 years, than with our coarse study, extending the 
result time range: the 2 first quality models on 1968 Rubey & Hartwick [16] and Shooman [17]. We are also 
taking into account predictive and statistical quality models (see Figure 11) and  during our referencing of each 
quality model, we are classifying to them across multiple criteria: the 5 quality perspectives of Garvin [18], the 
DAP purpose of Deissenboeck et al. [19], citation number (publisher & google scholar) …. 
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Figure 8 - Our four-filter stage publication selection process 

 

Figure 9 - Systematic literature review: referenced quality models per publication year 

 

Figure 10 - Systematic literature review: list of the 125 referenced quality models vs their citation numbers 

 

Figure 11 - Systematic literature review: distribution of quality modeling types 
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To conclude on this section, we would like to highlight that we detailed and promoted part of our 
contributions with conference presentations and the achievement of two submitted papers. Thus, we 
presented our last year accepted paper to IEEE International System Conference (SysCon) in April 2019. We 
submitted a research paper against to IEEE Transaction of Software Engineering journal, with a scope of 
software engineering. Unfortunately, it was rejected but the reviewers provided some constructive hints to 
refactor the paper.  The second submission this year was done to Embedded Real-Time System (ERTS) 2020, 
with a scope of embedded systems and software, and contained practical application aspects. That second 
paper was successfully accepted and presented in the conference. A copy of these two papers is available 
in the Annex section. 

 

5- Conclusion 
In conclusion, like first year, this second year was quite productive in term of contributions and 

achievements: seven new contributions over which five of them are already acknowledged by peers either by a 
presented ERTS conference paper or company internal peer reviews and agreements. We note that the scope 
of our achievements is not only software engineering but also system engineering. 

Moreover, we consider having performed a serious step forward in our thesis research work this year. 
Indeed, it was the first time that we successfully applied our contributions to qualimetry theory against a real 
use case, and more particularly, the application of our polymorphism concepts to the automotive embedded 
software.  

In our next steps we are going to complete our research work on quality model systematic literature review, 
taxonomy, genome and then finalize our answer to our thesis subject: “Study of Qualimetry essentials applied 
to embedded software product and organization, with considerations to software entropy”. 
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Annexes 
A- First part of quality model classification and decision tool: get_synonyms.py 

This short python program is the first piece of our tool: it makes a web request to www.atlas-
smeantiques.eu site in order to get a json based result of synonym and their corresponding 
constellations. The first text box below is an example of screen display of that python script: it 
looks for “functional” synonym. The second text box is the python script itself. 

 

 
 

 
 

$ /get_synonyms.py functional 
Request word => functional 
 
Constellations: 
 
Lvl: 0  => 
in working order, operable, operational, operative, practical, running, serviceable, 
usable, useable, useful, utilitarian, working 
 
Lvl: 1  => 
official 

#!/usr/bin/env python 
import sys 
import urllib, json 
 
## active or not some debuge trace 
debug = 0 
 
try: 
  url = "http://www.atlas-semantiques.eu/view/synjson.php?r=" + sys.argv[1] + "&d=EN" 
  ## here is an exemple of URL 
  ## url = "http://www.atlas-semantiques.eu/view/synjson.php?r=functional&d=EN" 
  response = urllib.urlopen(url) 
  data = json.loads(response.read()) 
  if debug: 
    print data 
 
  ## Request: our root word 
  print "Request word => " + data["request"] + "\n" 
 
  ## Word list: Assume that we are asking only EN => we have only one item 
  tab = data["words"][0] 
  word_list = tab["word"] 
  if debug: 
    print word_list 
  ## Fermeture : lists of words associated => constellations 
  print "Constellations:" + "\n" 
  lvl = 0 
  tab = data["fermetures"]["fermeture"] 
  if debug: 
    print tab 
  ## for each constellation, from the closest to the farest 
  for i in range(len(tab)): 
    elt = tab[i] 
    print "Lvl:", lvl, " => " 
    words = elt["wordRef"] 
    ## get all words of that constellation (concatenate for nicer display) 
    res ="" 
    for j in range(len(words)): 
      ## we are getting only wordref, so we need to get the real walue 
      res += word_list[words[j]]["text"] 
      if (j < (len(words)-1)): 
        res += ", " 
 
    print res + "\n" 
    lvl+=1 
except: 
  print "Bad argument: expecting word to look-for as first parameter" 
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B- Journal paper: IEEE Transaction on Software Engineering 
Submitted on the 17th of June 2019, decision as rejected on 23rd of September 2019, Snapshots are 
below: 

Journal 2019 - 
Qualimetry applied to embedded SW development_definition and approach - v0.17-06-19.docx
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C- Conference paper: ERTS Conference 2020 
Accepted and then presented on the 30th of January. This paper is available on HAL at: 
https://hal.laas.fr/hal-02382316. Snapshots are below: 

 
ERTS2020 - Regular 

Paper- Argotti, Baron, Esteban, Chaton - Final.docx 
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